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Tedd Arnold, the acclaimed New York Times bestselling author, is known for his
imaginative and laugh-out-loud children's stories. In his latest book,
"Noodleheads Find Something Fishy," Arnold continues the mischievous
escapades of Mac and Mac, the two bumbling noodlehead brothers.

"Noodleheads Find Something Fishy" takes readers on a wild and humorous
journey as Mac and Mac set out to become detectives. Armed with their dubious
deductive skills, these two lovable but clueless characters will surely leave young
readers in stitches.
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An Overview of "Noodleheads Find Something Fishy"

In this uproarious tale, Mac and Mac stumble upon a mysterious bag that
contains...a fish! Unable to grasp the concept that fish live in water, the
noodleheads embark on a hilarious mission to find the fish a new home. Their
misguided attempts take them from one absurd situation to another, leaving
chaos in their wake.

From attempting to create a makeshift aquarium in a broken flowerpot to building
a fish-themed parade float, Mac and Mac's antics will have readers shaking their
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heads and laughing uncontrollably. Tedd Arnold's signature illustrations beautifully
capture the humor and silliness of the noodlehead brothers' misadventures.

Why "Noodleheads Find Something Fishy" Will Keep Kids Hooked

The Noodleheads series, with its lively characters and hilarious plots, provides an
entertaining and engaging reading experience for children. "Noodleheads Find
Something Fishy" is no exception; it continues to showcase Tedd Arnold's
mastery in creating stories that tickle the funny bones of young readers.

The strength of this book lies in its ability to engage young readers while subtly
teaching important lessons. Through the noodleheads' comical blunders, children
are introduced to the concepts of problem-solving, critical thinking, and resilience.
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They learn that it's okay to make mistakes and that sometimes the best solutions
come from embracing creativity and imagination.

The Magic of Tedd Arnold's Illustrations

Tedd Arnold's talent as an artist shines through in "Noodleheads Find Something
Fishy." The illustrations are vibrant, colorful, and filled with intricately detailed
visual gags that add an extra layer of hilarity to the story. Each page is a delight
to explore, and readers will find themselves immersed in the world of Mac and
Mac, eagerly following their crazy fish-rescue adventure.



The Verdict: A Must-Read Book for Young Readers

"Noodleheads Find Something Fishy" is guaranteed to captivate young readers
with its irresistible blend of humor, adventure, and valuable life lessons. Tedd
Arnold's storytelling prowess combined with his captivating illustrations make this
book a perfect addition to any child's library.
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So, grab a copy of "Noodleheads Find Something Fishy" today and join Mac and
Mac as they embark on their sidesplitting quest to find a new home for a fish that
shouldn't have left the water in the first place. Your child will be laughing out loud
and asking for more noodlehead adventures in no time!
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Best-selling author-illustrator TEDD ARNOLD has teamed up with two
professional storytellers to create a third comic-style book about the gullible
Noodlehead Brothers, Mac and Mac.

Mac and Mac deduce that since fish live in schools, they must be smart. The fish
in this funny story are smart enough to outwit Mac and Mac! Cousin Meatball also
gets the better of them. He convinces the brothers that if they put their snack into
a toy boat, the little boat will grow into a big one. It seems to work. Or does it?
Then three fish get the boys to feed them worms while avoiding Mac's and Mac's
fish hooks. Oh well. Mac and Mac would rather snack on fish crackers and
gummy worms anyway! The stories in this book are inspired by traditional
folktales referenced in back matter. Awarded a Junior Library Guild selection for
2017
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